


• Once you receive test results, please contact your
Extension agent, who can assist in interpreting those
results and providing science-based recommendations.

Where can I get my Plant Disease and Insect
diagnostics?

CTAHR’s laboratory in Hilo, which supports plant patholo-
gy services and, to a lesser extent, insect diagnostics, will
continue. We are in the process of assessing how we can
serve the state’s industries (agriculture, landscape, public,
natural resources, etc.) in these efforts. These develop-
ments will be identied and shared with the public.

Where can I get my Forage tested?

While UH CTAHR cannot recommend specic products
or services and does not guarantee these services, there
are common labs that customers and faculty have relied
on and partnered with, in the past and currently. This
includes: Dairy One, NY (dairyone.com)

Is the Seed Lab program closing?

No, the Seed Lab is not closing. CTAHR is committed to
ensuring we can support the Hawai‘i agricultural com-
munity in accessing locally derived, improved varieties of
agricultural crops to support food production in the state.
The Seed Lab program is viewed as essential to this effort.
Does the Seed Lab have enough seeds?

Currently, inventories are low, due to a spike in demand
for seeds by the public during the global COVID pandem-
ic, as well as recent sta retirements that refect national
trends post pandemic. Despite budget constraints, we are
working to increase ADSC staff, including Seed Lab lead-
ership, and partner with local growers in order to replenish
our seed supplies up to pre-Covid levels and increase
overall capacity.

The Bottom Line

This is a developing situation, and as other details are
nalized, we will be happy to share them with all stake-
holders. We continue to revisit and invest in components
of the ADSC that will best serve Hawai‘is commercial and
home food/agricultural producers.

Right now, CTAHR can say with condence that this tran-
sition will ultimately result in long-term benets or the
people and businesses of Hawai‘i, including research ad-
vancements, scientic progress, and service improvements
that will positively impact the state.

Questions may be directed to:

• CTAHR Oce o Research at ctahrres@hawaii.edu

• CTAHR Oce o Cooperative Extension at
extad@hawaii.edu
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